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Samba is a free software re-implementation of the SMB networking protocol , and was originally
developed by Andrew Tridgell. Samba provides file and print services for various Microsoft
Windows clients and can integrate with a Microsoft Windows Server domain , either as a
Domain Controller DC or as a domain member. Samba is standard on nearly all distributions of
Linux and is commonly included as a basic system service on other Unix-based operating
systems as well. At the time of the first releases, versions 0. At the time of version 1. With a
focus on interoperability with Microsoft's LAN Manager , Tridgell released "netbios for unix",
observer, version 1. This release was the first to include client-software as well as a server.
Also, at this time GPL2 was chosen as license. Midway through the 1. The name "Samba" was
derived by running the Unix command grep through the system dictionary looking for words
that contained the letters S, M, and B, in that order i. Versions 1. Tridgell considers the adoption
of CVS in May to mark the birth of the Samba Team, though there had been contributions from
other people, especially Jeremy Allison , previously. Version 3. Samba gained the ability to join
Active Directory as a member, though not as a domain controller. Currently, the latest release in
this series is 3. With version 3. New major releases, such as 3. New features will only be added
when a major release is done, point-releases will be only for bug fixes. The 3. Some versions of
Samba 3. On 12 April , Badlock, [22] a crucial security bug in Windows and Samba, was
disclosed. On 24 May , it was announced that a remote code execution vulnerability had been
found in Samba named EternalRed or SambaCry , affecting all versions since 3. On 14
September , a proof-of-concept exploit for the netlogon vulnerability called Zerologon CVE - for
which a patch exists since August was published. Samba allows file and print sharing between
computers running Microsoft Windows and computers running Unix. It is an implementation of
dozens of services and a dozen protocols, including:. WS-Discovery is implemented on
Unix-like platforms by third party daemons which allow Samba shares to be discovered when
the deprecated protocols are disabled. Samba sets up network shares for chosen Unix
directories including all contained subdirectories. These appear to Microsoft Windows users as
normal Windows folders accessible via the network. Unix users can either mount the shares
directly as part of their file structure using the mount. Each directory can have different access
privileges overlaid on top of the normal Unix file protections. However they would still not have
access to the files of others unless that permission would normally exist. Samba services are
implemented as two daemons :. Samba can also provide user logon scripts and group policy
implementation through poledit. Samba is included in most Linux distributions and is started
during the boot process. Samba is not included in Solaris 8, but a Solaris 8-compatible version
is available from the Samba website. They failed to come to an agreement on a development
transition path which allowed the research version of Samba he was developing known at the
time as Samba-NTDOM to slowly be integrated into Samba. The Samba TNG team frequently
directed potential users towards Samba because of its better support and development. They
worked together to adapt the network code and build system. The multi-layered and modular
approach made it easy to port each service to ReactOS. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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rewrite that enables Samba to be an Active Directory domain controller, participating fully in a
Windows Active Directory Domain. Its first technical preview 4. October 10, Btrfs based file
compression, snapshots and winbind integration [17]. September 8, New Logging features, SMB
3. March 22, Asynchronous flush requests [19]. September 7, Multi-process Netlogon support.
September 21, March 13, Apple Time Machine Support. Setups using 'domain' or 'ads' security
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book on the topic of: Samba. The modern samba that emerged at the beginning of the 20th
century is predominantly in a 2 4 time signature varied [14] with the conscious use of a sung
chorus to a batucada rhythm, with various stanzas of declaratory verses. There is no consensus
among experts on the etymology of the term "samba". A traditionalist view defends that the
etymum comes from the Bantu languages. For many years of the Brazilian colonial and imperial
history, the terms "batuque" or "samba" were used in any manifestation of African origins that
brought together dances mainly umbigada , songs and uses of Black people instruments. The
use of the word in a musical context was documented as early as in the "Em casa de baiana",
registered as "samba de partido-alto". Essentially made up of two parts choir and solo usually
performed on the fly, the partido alto was â€” and still is â€” the most traditional sung variant of
rural samba in Rio de Janeiro State. During colonial Brazil, many public Catholic events used to
attract all social segments, including blacks and slaves, who took advantage of the celebrations
to make their own manifestations, such as the crowning revelry of the congo kings and the
cucumbis Bantu revelry in Rio de Janeiro. A political and socio-cultural epicenter of Brazil,
based on slavery , Rio de Janeiro was strongly influenced by African culture. The success of
"Pelo telefone" marked the official beginning of samba as a song genre. Another debate related
to "Pelo telefone" concerns Donga's exclusive authorship, which was soon contested by some
of his contemporaries who accused him of appropriating a collective, anonymous creation,
registering it as his own. Between the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th
century, in the context of the First Brazilian Republic , the poor strata of Rio de Janeiro faced
serious economic issues related to their survival in the federal capital, such as the imposition of
new taxes resulting from the provision of public services such as electric lighting, water and
sewage, modern pavements , new legislation that imposed architectural norms and restrictions
for urban buildings, and the prohibition on the exercise of certain professions or economic
practices linked to subsistence, especially of the poorest. At that time, samba did not work for
carnival groups to walk on the street as we see today. I started noticing that there was this
thing. The samba was like this: tan tantan tan tantan. It was not possible. How would a bloc get
out on the street like that? Then, we started making a samba like this: bum bum paticumbum
pugurumdum. At the end of the carnival, samba has continued because we did samba all year.
Then the police used to come and bother us. But it didn't bother the guys of carnival rancho
Amor, which had a headquarter and license to parade at the carnival. We decided to organize a
carnival bloc, even without a license, that could allow us to go out at the carnival and do samba
all year round. Organization and respect, without fights or huffing, were important. We were
malandros, in a good way, but vagabonds weren't. Another reason for the success of the new
samba in the music industry was the introduction of the "second part", which stimulated the
establishment of partnerships between the composers. Although broadcasting in Brazil was
officially inaugurated in , [] it was still an incipient and technical, experimental and restricted
telecommunication medium. A Vargas decree regulating radio advertising was crucial to the
commercial, professional and popular transformation of Brazilian broadcasting. This expansion
of radio as a medium of mass communication enabled the formation of professional technicians
linked to sound activities, as well as for singers, arrangers and composers. In this golden age of
radio broadcasting in Brazil, a new generation of composers from the middle class emerged,
such as Ary Barroso , Ataulfo Alves , Braguinha , Lamartine Babo and Noel Rosa , who have
built successful careers in this media. The consolidation of samba as the flagship of the radio
programming of Rio de Janeiro was characterized by the association of the musical genre with
the image of white artists, who, even when proletarianized, were more palatable to the
preference of the public, while the poor black sambistas remained normally on the sidelines of
this process as a mere supplier of compositions for the white performers or as instrumentalists
accompanying them. The consolidation of samba among Brazilian elites was also influenced by
the valorization of the ideology of miscegenation in vogue with the construction of nationalism
under the Getulio Vargas regime. Under Vargas, samba had an expressive weight in the
construction of an image of Brazil abroad and was an important means of cultural and tourist
dissemination of the country. The rise of samba as a popular musical genre in Brazil also relied

on its dissemination in Brazilian cinema , especially in musical comedies, being an integral part
of the soundtrack, the plot or even the main theme of the cinematographic work. Thanks to its
economic exploitation through the radio and the records, samba not only became professional,
[] but also diversified into new sub-genres, [] many of which were different from the hues
originating in the hills of Rio de Janeiro [] and established by the interests of the Brazilian
music industry. Basically, Carnaval was reserved for the launch of marchinhas and
sambas-enredo , a sub-genre typified in this way in the s because of the lyrics and melody,
which must comprise the poetic summary of the theme chosen by the samba school for its
carnival parade. At the turn of the s, samba de breque emerged, a sub-genre marked by a
markedly syncopated rhythm and sudden stops called breques from English word break ,
Brazilian term for car brakes , [] to which the singer added spoken comments, generally
humorous in character, alluding to the theme. After the end of the World War II and the
consequent growth in the production of consumer goods, radio sets spread in the Brazilian
market in different models and at affordable prices to the different social class of the Brazilian
population. At a time when the appeal to the traditional was gaining new momentum, bossa
nova would mark the entire structure of creation and listening supported by established genres,
considering that it sought a renewal within the tradition of samba. Consolidated in the following
years as a type of concert samba, non-dancing, and comparable to American cool jazz , [] bossa
nova has become a sambistic sub-genre of great reputation on the Brazilian music scene and,
with its rhythm, more assimilable abroad than traditional samba, became known worldwide. In
addition to bossa nova, other new samba sub-genres emerged in this period between the late s
and early s. The rise of nightclubs as the main nightlife venues in Rio disseminated variety
shows with the participation of sambistas and samba dancers, [] mainly performed by
instrumental musical ensemble with keyboard , eletric guitar , acoustic bass guitar , drums and
percussion , and performed by crooners. The period was also characterized by the profusion of
some partner dance samba styles. One of the major expressions of this "resistance samba" in
the first half of the s was Zicartola, a bar opened by sambista Cartola and his wife Dona Zica in
In this context of the effervescence of the samba resistance movements, the radio show
"Adelzon Alves, o amigo da madrugada" "Adelzon Alves, the friend of the dawn" has appeared.
In addition to the strength of Jovem Guarda, a movement catapulted by the eponymous
program shown by TV Record , Brazilian music at that time experienced the emergence of a new
generation of post-bossa-nova artists who, reknowed in the scope of the "Brazilian song
festivals" era, became the embryo of the so-called MPB. As the aesthetic orientation towards
young music of that time, these "song festivals" practically ignored the samba, which generated
criticism from sambistas such as Elton Medeiros, who claimed the inclusion of the "truly
Brazilian music" in these musical contests. Between and , Brazil experienced a huge growth in
the production and consumption of cultural goods. Another important aspect in the
phonographic sector of the period was technological, with a modernization of recording studios
in Brazil that approached international technical standards, [] and the consolidation of foreign
record labels in the country, such as EMI and the WEA. In the stronghold of traditional samba,
the first LPs of veteran composers Donga , Cartola and Nelson Cavaquinho were released.
Under this same context of the expansion of samba in the Brazilian phonographic market of the
s , the music industry invested in a less traditional and more sentimental line of samba, whose
simplified rhythmic structure left percussion â€” the main feature of samba â€” a little sideways.
Another bet of the phonographic industry of the time was partido-alto collective records, [] a
traditional form of samba that is often sung in the terreiros the samba school headquarters in
Rio de Janeiro and in the usual "pagodes" â€” festive gatherings, with music, food and drink
â€” since the first decades of the 20th century. The s were also a time of major changes in Rio
de Janeiro samba schools, and the music industry began to invest in the annual production of
LPs of the sambas de enredo presented at the carnival parades. Even during this period, "rodas
de samba" "samba circles" began to spread as a fever throughout Rio de Janeiro and other
Brazilian cities. Originally designated in the samba universe for the musical meetings of
sambistas and, soon, also extending to the sambas sung in them, [] the term pagode became
popular with the resignification of the "rodas de samba" in Rio de Janeiro, from the s, [] with the
"pagodes" or "pagodes de mesa" "pagode circles" , where sambistas gathered around a large
table, often located in a residential "backyard", in opposition to the fashionable samba circles
made in clubs and the like. In the s , pagodes became a fever throughout Rio de Janeiro. The
debut of this kind of samba in the recording studios occurred in with Fundo de Quintal , [] []
musical group sponsored by Beth Carvalho. The novelty of the pagode in the Brazilian music
scene occurred at a time of major reorganization of the music industry in the country, whose
investments in the first half of the s had been concentrated mainly on Brazilian rock and
children's music. In the s , a new generation of artists emerged who shared, to some extent,

similar characteristics, such as the incorporation of musical elements traditionally uncommon
in the traditional samba, and a repertoire devoted largely to romantic lyrics. This distinction was
established precisely because the samba made by these new artists and musical groups â€”
although it maintained some similarities with the standard enshrined in the Fundo de Quintal []
â€” did not have the samba musicians of the previous decade as a major musical reference nor
did it keep traditional and informal aspects of matrixes of urban samba. During the second half
of the s , the increase in the illegal sale of cassette tapes and, mainly, compact discs caused a
deep crisis in the music industry in Brazil, [] [] which worsened, from the s , with the possibility
of digital download , often free of charge, of musical works via the internet. Even so, the first
two decades of the 21st century confirmed the pagode as the hegemonic reference of samba in
the Brazilian music industry. Outside the hegemonic commercial scope of the subgenre
pagode, the late s was also a period of great visibility and notoriety for the most traditional
samba in Rio de Janeiro. In the institutional field, the Brazilian National Institute of Historic and
Artistic Heritage declared in the modern Carioca samba and its matrixes samba de terreiro,
partido-alto and samba-enredo as Intangible Cultural Heritage in Brazil. With basically 2 4
rhythm and varied tempo, the urban samba is played basically by percussion instruments [43]
[44] [45] and accompanied by string instruments. In certain areas, other wind instruments were
added. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about Brazilian music genre. For
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Primeira Linha. Composed by Heitor dos Prazeres. Recording by Benedito Lacerda with
accompaniment by Gente do Morro in Samba de fato. T in Na Pavuna. Composed by Homero
Dornelas. Hit in the Rio carnival of Recorded by Mario Reis in Composed by Assis Valente.
Recorded by Carmen Miranda in Main percussion instruments of urban samba. He asked me if
he wanted to sell samba to Chico Viola [Francisco Alves]. A hundred thousand reis was what he
offered. I accepted quickly and the samba, which became his property, appeared with my name.
I was angry, of course. The same was true of other samba dancers: they sold songs that
appeared as if they were from buyers. Samba, no longer that samba inscribed in its transit
project by society, became the official rhythm of the country, and as such, it has had a history.
Only a story in which the past was remade according to the present. The chorus served as a
stimulus for one of the participants to dance samba to the center of the circle and with a gesture
or body swing they invited one of the components of the circle to stand upright a term used to
mean the individual who stood with their feet up together waiting for the kick that was the
attempt to bring down those who were standing up with their feet. These elements were
considered "batuqueiros", that is, good in making batucada, good "kicking" passing the leg
over the partner trying to make him fall. Because when a group started playing, everyone
already knew who that group was. Each of these groups had a sound, a characteristic.
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ballroom dance of Brazilian origin, popularized in western Europe and the United States in the
early s. Couples in ballroom position dance in place or around the floor, but partners may
separate to execute variant steps. The dance derives mainly from the maxixe , a dance
fashionable in about â€” In Brazil , away from the ballrooms, an older, very African type of
samba is also danced. Sometimes called batuque, it is a kind of group dance, done either in
circles with a soloist or in double lines. Samba Article Media Additional Info. Print Cite verified
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my previous article, Interoperability: Getting started with Samba , I covered installing and
configuring Samba shares on a Linux server. The real power of Samba comes when Windows
clients can communicate with Linux file servers. In this article, I will cover how you can access
Samba shares from both Linux and Windows clients. On the client machine, install the
samba-common and samba-client packages. Let's check if we can access our shares from the
server. We can use either the hostname or ip address of the server. If you use the hostname ,
make sure DNS is working. Create a directory that we can use as our mount point. You may
need to configure SELinux on that directory. Let's make that directory mount persistently so it
can withstand a reboot. The other option is to create a credential file. You can call this file
anything, but I would like to call it cred. I would like to place credentials files in the home
directory of the user. Clients may hang during the boot process if the system encounters any
difficulties with the network. We need to create a local user account on the Windows machine
that matches the username and password of the Samba user account we created in my previous
article. Although account creation is not necessary, this will make things simpler when
accessing the share. Like I mentioned above, this step is optional and you can skip it
completely. Although there are multiple approaches to adding a new local user on a Windows
machine, for the simplicity of this article I will be using PowerShell. Launch PowerShell as an
administrator and issue following commands:. Now that we have created a new local user
account matching the Samba user account, we can log in to Windows with our newly created
user account. To access the Samba share from Windows Explorer, start typing the IP address to
our share in the search area. I am using the hostname of the Samba server. In my case, it is
centos. You can also access the share by using the IP address of the Samba server. You might
be prompted to enter the username and password to access the share if you skipped the local
user creation process. If you get prompted for credentials, enter the Samba username and
password we created in the previous article. You will need to enter the Samba share path every
time you want to access the share. There is a better way to access the share by mapping a drive
to Samba share in Windows. Accessing a Samba share on Linux and Windows is easy. With this
basic setup, you will be able to access file shares from client machines in your network. With
somewhat more configuration, you can deploy Samba shares in a domain environment. Samba
can do more than file share. If you would like to learn more about Samba, read this article about
Windows and Linux interoperability. This is a basic set up, but you can do so much more with
Samba. Take a skills assessment today. When he is not playing in the CLI, you will find him
playing Cricket. More about me. Enable Sysadmin. Mounting and mapping shares between
Windows and Linux with Samba. Create an air of interoperability in your network with Samba.
Your Windows and Linux systems can work together. Register Now. Related Content Image.
Sharing supplemental groups with Podman containers. Rootless Podman containers can
introduce challenges when trying to share resources between the host and containers. Find out
how supplemental groups can help. Posted: February 23, Author: Dan Walsh Red Hat. Here are
some tips, ideas, and resources to help you develop your container vocabulary and start
working with this useful technology. Posted: February 24, Use cert-manager to deploy
certificates to your OpenStack or Kubernetes environment. Posted: February 18, Classified ads,
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going on there. I'd get the car safety checked to make sure that there is nothing el GREAT copy.
The Syncro is for sale on TheSamba. So help us resolve the Autoblog Staff Argument of the Day
and vote in our poll, and click on the galleries below to see lots of photos of these two sweet
vehicles. Which would you rather park in your driveway? A Porsche-power If you are do you
know any more details? I do spend less time in the Brickyard and The Samb An enterprising VW
fanatic towed it home, installed a pile of d I had a 77 Westphalia Campmobile Deluxe with the
sink, fridge, closet, pop-top, dining room, and kid's bed that hung across the front seats. It had
fuel injection so it was not near as slow as my dad's 70? It did great down on Classified ads
from around the world. The Black Pearl Read article. Man, I hate writing these posts. I'm glad to
help, of course, but I hate that there's still people out there stealing beloved vintage cars. Lately,
we've seen a lot of old Beetles stolen -- I got lucky, of course, but let's see if we can help again.
This one is a teal blue '66, stolen from Hawtho Not verified. Are you owner? Toys classifieds
photos vintage. Reviewed on Nov 5st, Featured at embed code Copy and paste code Featured at
huffingtonpost. Press about thesamba. Read article Relevance. Find useful? Read article beetle
super beetle volkswagen beetle. Read article Batik bug new beetle. Read article Consultancy
services Iain Claridge Studio brand communication. Read article Institutional Support internet
archive library offering. Read article News List employment classifieds job search. The Black
Pearl Read article Entradas anteriores black pearl contador web. Read article China Gadgets
Toyota. Facebook about thesamba. Get weekly email alerts Follow thesamba. Recently viewed
sites. All rights reserved. Are you looking for something in particular? Please select a product
and proceed to the application form. Since our inception, Samba has been leading the industry
in innovation with a long list of industry firsts, playing a major role in the transformation of
banking in Saudi Arabia. Samba is Saudi Arabia's premier financial institution, reflecting the
values of our customers and enabling their dreams and highest aspirations with world class
financial solutions. We believe in investing in people, benefiting the communities
kubota kx121 3 parts diagram
how to change a fuel filter
toyota avalon manual transmission
we serve, and. Over the years, we have earned numerous accolades for our world class
products and services. No more closing hours, no boundaries. Access a range of financial
services ,24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Online Banking. Personal Login. Apply now Are you
looking for something in particular? Credit Cards. Our Group Since our inception, Samba has
been leading the industry in innovation with a long list of industry firsts, playing a major role in
the transformation of banking in Saudi Arabia. Know more. Vision and Values Samba is Saudi
Arabia's premier financial institution, reflecting the values of our customers and enabling their
dreams and highest aspirations with world class financial solutions. We believe in investing in
people, benefiting the communities we serve, and delivering superior returns for our investors.
Awards Over the years, we have earned numerous accolades for our world class products and
services. Welcome to Samba Online No more closing hours, no boundaries.

